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Provide efficient access to 
adoption information.

Value Prop, Problem 
and Solution Overview

Connect the community with 
related activities & 
workshops, and increase 
awareness for the issue with 
stray animals.



Task Definition
● Rescue groups can upload info of animals in huge 

quantity while upholding the quality of descriptions 
(Simple)

● Facilitate adopter’s understanding of the animals with 
the basic indicators (Simple)

● Foster efficient communication between staff in animal’s 
shelter and adopters (Medium)

● Encourage people to pay more attention to the adoption 
ecosystem (Complex)

TASK 1

TASK 2

TASK 3



1st: Remove Homepage & Redesign Button Navigation

➢ Forcing the users to choose what they want to do 
every time is unnecessary and it frustrates them.
(Comment from in class presentation) 

2nd: Change the Content of Radar Chart and Add Tags

➢ People always prefer the extremes
(Suggestion from low-fi prototype testing)

3rd: Add Filter and Search functions for “Volunteer”

➢ (Comment from in class presentation)

Major Design Changes (from low-fi prototype)



Major Design Changes 1:
Remove Homepage and Redesign Button Navigation

Removed the original homepage, as to not ask users to choose every time they enter
Changed the order of the icons on bar below (the most frequently used at the leftmost)

Added a profile page for users to upload information or be a volunteer.

Before After



Major Design Change 2:
Change the Content of Radar Chart & Add Tags

Before After

We’ve changed the content of radar chart.
We’ve added the function to add tags (up to 5) to let adopters know more information.



Major Design Change 3:
Add Filtering and Searching for Volunteer Pages

Before After

We’ve added the search function on the volunteer page, 
so people can find the most desireable animal shelter to volunteer in. 



Medium-fi prototype



Medium-fi prototype task flow 1



Medium-fi prototype task flow 1



Medium-fi prototype task flow 2



Medium-fi prototype task flow 3



Medium-fi prototype task flow 3



User Testing
(In low-fi prototype testing…)
She likes the idea of filtering features. 
However, the usage of bookmarks can be clearer.

(after modifications…)
Our modifications for button navigation and 
bookmarks are more user-friendly.

Suggestions?

Michelle Shang, an NTU CSIE student 
who cares about stray animals, and is 
also the user for our low-fi prototype. 



Prototype Overview - Tools
Prototype Link, README Link

Figma!
● Pros (it helps cuz)

○ Can collaborate online 
○ Version control
○ Not that difficult to learn

● Cons (it sucks cuz)
○ Some transitions are not that convenient to 

create

https://www.figma.com/proto/Fb7LcmEthpCEodWeVVMrvM/NTU-HCI-D-HW5-median-fi-prototype?node-id=29%3A563&scaling=scale-down
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15T290UphUuSesDJFm9cMFVBAe7Jc7kID/view?usp=sharing


Prototype Overview - Limitations / Tradeoff
Users are limited to one flow, which means that for some 
choices, we just focus on one task to show

We do not have a database to save the user 
preferences. So, the user needs to re-enter filtering 
information the next time they use the prototype.

Cannot upload videos

Cannot upload photos from their phones’ photo album



Prototype Overview - Wizard of OZ / 
Hard-Coded Features

● Wizard of OZ
○ For the filter page, the feature bars will be automatically completed, 

and the user will be directed to the filtered results 
(i.e. the dog corresponding to the filters)

● Hard-Coded Features
○ Instead of typing in customized information, the contents are set and 

fixed for the users.
○ For the tab bar at the bottom, not all of the pages are linked. We’ve 

only linked the pages necessary to complete the whole task flow.



CREDITS: This presentation template was created by Slidesgo, 
including icons by Flaticon, and infographics & images by Freepik. 

Thanks!
Any question or 
suggestion?

http://bit.ly/2Tynxth
http://bit.ly/2TyoMsr
http://bit.ly/2TtBDfr

